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justify verb to give reason for something; to defend 
 
 
 

 
Lucy decided to_________________________her 
lateness by saying she was stuck in traffic. 

alternative noun a different option. 
 
 
 

The guest speaker presented an alternative point of 
view. 

certainty noun a state of being free from doubt; a guarantee. 
 
 
 

Winning the championship seemed to be a  
 
_________________________ for the team, who won 
every game that season. 

discredit verb to debunk something; to disprove 
 
 

 
Politicians often try to  _________________________ 
one another by making ads during election season. 

assumption noun something that is accepted as true, without proof 
or evidence. 
 

It is not a good idea to make an 
_________________________________ if you do 
not have all the facts and research. 

submerged Verb completely covered with a liquid. 
 
 

 
The basement was __________________________ 
with water after the flood. 
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forlorn Adj abandoned or deserted; sad or lonely 
 
 
 

 
The_________________________ child wept every 
night after his best friend moved away. 

canals Noun artificial waterways for transportation or 
irrigation. 
 

Phoenix has an intricate system of  
 
_________________________ to help move water.  

immense Adj very large 
 
 
 

 
The elephant looked_________________________ 
next to the mouse.  

atmosphere Noun the gas surrounding the earth; the air; the 
surrounding environment 
 

 
 

 
The _________________________ of the room 
changed when the man accused his friend of lying.  
 

mosaic Noun Made of many small pieces of colored glass or 
stone, typically artwork. 

 
 
 

Old buildings tend to have many beautiful  
 
_________________________on the floors.  

chronic Adj Lasting a long time; recurring often 
 
 
 

The student had to stop playing soccer after having  
 
_________________________ knee pain. 
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stimulus   Noun Something that causes action or reaction 
 

 
 

Many doctors use a small, rubber hammer as a  
 
_________________________ to make the knee 
jerk up.  

subconsciously Adverb Occuring in the mind without one’s full 
awareness; done without thinking 
 
 
 

 
I _________________________ did my morning 
routine to get ready for school, forgetting that it was 
Saturday.  

excruciatingly Adverb Painfully, miserably 
 
 

 

 
The foot injury was _________________________ 
painful. 

monotony Noun Boredom, sameness 
 
 

 
She hated the _________________________ of her 
boring office job. 

catastrophic Adj Disastrous 
 
 

 

 
The hurricane was_________________________ to 
the city, destroying everything. 

threatening Adj Frightening, having a hostile manner, 
intimidating 
 
 
 

The big dog appeared very  
 
_________________________, but all he wanted to 
do was cuddle.  
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extinct   
No longer in existence, died out, gone, inactive 

 

The Dodo Bird is one of many species that are now 
_________________________.  

mutation  a change or transformation; the changing of the 
structure of a gene 

 
 
 
 
 

 
A _________________________ in DNA can cause 
serious health problems.  
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